This paper demonstrates the effectiveness of a nondestructive diagnostic technique used to determine the location and size of delamination in laminated coatings of wind turbine blades. This is realized based on results of numerical and experimental investigations obtained by the use of the finite element method (FEM) and laser scanning vibrometry (LSV). The proposed method is based on the one-dimensional continuous wavelet transform of vibration parameters of a wind turbine blade. The investigations were conducted for a 1 : 10 scaled-down blade of a 36 m rotor wind turbine. Glass fibres and epoxy resin were used as laminate components. For numerical studies, a simple delamination model was proposed. The results obtained by the authors were used to determine the optimal set of parameters of the continuous wavelet transform. The application of high-quality LSV for experimental measurements allowed determining the optimal conditions of measuring procedures. At the same time the capabilities and limitations, resulting from the nature of the measurement method, were identified. In order to maximize the effectiveness of the detection method, preliminary signal processing was performed. Beside base wavelets also different waveform families were tested. The results obtained by the authors showed that it is possible to identify and localize even relatively small damage.
Introduction
For every technical device, there are many various factors that can start irreversible processes changing its condition and gradually deteriorate its operating characteristics. This also applies to wind turbines, where rotor blades are particularly sensitive to different kinds of defects. Rotor blades are the most important subassembly of wind turbines, which are responsible for converting the wind kinetic energy into mechanical energy. Thanks to aerodynamic forces acting on rotor blades, it is possible to generate torque, which is necessary to drive electric generators. The efficiency of wind turbines is directly related to the effective swept area of rotor blades. The simplest way to increase the power of wind turbines is to increase the diameter of their rotors [1] . The construction of large wind turbines, as well as the optimization of aerodynamic parameters of rotor blades, requires new constructional materials of predefined mechanical properties which provide high mechanical strength at relatively low weight, when compared to metallic materials. Such materials are laminated composite materials. The main components of laminates are the matrix and the reinforcement. The matrix holds laminate components together, whereas the reinforcement provides transfer of loads. The reinforcement usually takes form of very stiff and durable fibres. Nowadays, wind turbine blades are made of glass or carbon fibre laminates, which consist of several composite layers. Individual layers can possess the same or different mechanical properties. By changing the configuration of reinforcing fibres, or laminated components materials, the optimal material features can be obtained. This makes it possible to decrease the overall mass of wind turbine blades, while maintaining or enhancing the value of permitted loads. Honeycomb composites and additional noncomposite stiffeners can be used in some designs of wind turbine blades. Their designs should also include elements of lightning protection systems [2] . As a result, very complex products are obtained. Despite many advantages of laminated composite materials, they turn out to be vulnerable to very specific damage types that are characteristic only for these types of materials. In 2 Shock and Vibration most cases their damage is related to degradation of their internal structure, which is also the most dangerous type of damage and very difficult to detect. A typical example can be the loss of cohesion between individual fibres (socalled fibre splitting/debonding) or between laminate layers (delamination) [3] . There are no external symptoms visible on the surface of wind turbine blades, which would indicate damage presence. Thin-walled components are particularly vulnerable to delamination. This applies to wind turbine blades, where the cause of damage is not only due to wind or centrifugal forces, but also due to dynamic loads resulting from long-term vibrations of rotor blades around resonance frequencies. The expected lifetime of wind turbine rotor blades varies from 10 to 30 years and the number of vibrations cycles during that time span is considerable. Therefore the influence of operating fatigue on the strength reduction of wind turbine rotor blades is high. Damage can also be caused by impact (e.g., bird collisions) or by lightning. These factors are particularly important for the durability and reliability of wind turbine blades. Downtime of wind turbines caused by failure recovery is associated with significant financial costs. Disassembling and replacing damaged parts at heights of several dozen meters is always a very difficult operation. This process gets even more complicated in the case of offshore wind turbine installations. Because of that intensive work is carried out to create delamination detection, identification, and localization methods in laminated coatings of wind turbine blades. Thanks to real time condition monitoring of wind turbine blades it is possible to detect damage at its early stage of development. This also makes it possible to create favourable conditions for failure-free work in assumed time or even to prolong wind turbine blades life. Appropriately quick response can significantly minimize the influence of damage to other elements of wind turbine structures. In modern designs of wind turbines, diagnostic systems are often integral parts of rotor blade structures. Examples of such systems can be found in [4] [5] [6] [7] . Solutions proposed there could be autonomous systems of sensors used for collecting and processing data directly from working rotor blades. Most of diagnostic techniques currently used for in-service wind turbine rotor blades requires rotor stopping for the time of assessment. A field assessment of their technical condition is usually carried out during periodical inspections and is mainly based on a subjective visual assessment of rotor blade shells. This is because diagnostic methods leading to more accurate results require complex measuring instrumentation and stable measurement conditions. An example can be ultrasonic techniques [8] or computed tomography [9] used to generate surface maps of visible material defects. The main disadvantage of these techniques is that they are time consuming. For this reason ultrasonic methods can be used at the stage of production quality control and admission of rotor blades to use. Another method of considerably greater fields of applications is the image analysis employing infrared thermal cameras to observe surface temperature of wind turbine rotor blades during fatigue tests. This method effectively indicates coating cracks as well as areas at risk of failure [10, 11] . A large number of methods used to assess the technical condition of wind turbine blades are based on classical assumptions of vibroacoustics. The popularity of these methods is due to a large amount of information transmitted by mechanical waves and their proven effectiveness in other areas of technology. One of such methods is the analysis of acoustic emission signals, which examines correlation between characteristic features of sound propagating within tested objects and their mechanical properties [12] [13] [14] . Fundamental drawbacks of these methods are due to the necessity to separate useful diagnostic information from noise. In addition, as shown in [15] , relatively high static loads are required to indicate damage. Basic modal parameters such as natural frequencies, mode shapes, and transmittance functions are also used. The location and size of damage can be determined by examination of differences between dynamic characteristics of undamaged and damaged states. Any detectable changes in inertia or stiffness properties of the objects under investigation and caused by damage are reflected in measured frequencies or vibration patterns that will differ from the initial undamaged state [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . New methods for measuring known physical quantities (e.g., velocities or deformations), such as laser vibrometry [21] or optic fibres [22] , allow for new approaches to classical vibration diagnostics, as collection of measurement data is much simpler. In addition to this improved measurement accuracy makes results more useful. The development of measurement techniques also requires the development of signal processing methods. This allows for faster, more accurate, and comprehensive data analysis. Signal processing methods include nowadays wavelet transform [23] [24] [25] [26] , fractal analysis [27] , genetic algorithms [28, 29] , and neural networks [30, 31] .
The detection method proposed by the authors in this paper assumes measurements and analysis of vibration parameters of a scaled-down composite wind turbine rotor blade, which allows for early damage detection. A universal nature of this method also allows for its application to existing installations, regardless of their locations, the size, or type of rotor blades, as well as without the necessity for rotor stopping.
Methodology
The main objective of the investigation presented in this paper is the development of a nondestructive diagnostic method in order to determine the location and size of damage in a laminated coating of a wind turbine rotor blade. A general research methodology is schematically depicted in Figure 1 . As first, modal responses of the blade are determined in terms of its natural frequencies and modes of vibrations, which next are used as the basis of the proposed diagnostic method. Also results of computer simulations and experimental measurements are presented and discussed.
Selection of useful modal parameters resulted from the requirements for the detection and localization of delamination in a relatively small area. The literature indicates that vibration frequency analysis is effective in the case of damage lengths greater than 15% of the total length of specimens [32, 33] . In addition, it should be mentioned that natural frequencies are global parameters and thus contain no direct information about the location and size of damage. Therefore, it is necessary to analyse spatial domain signals searching for any discontinuities that could indicate any local stiffness changes. Modes of natural vibrations are these signal features. A continuous wavelet transform can be employed as a subsequent method of data analysis. Figure 2 shows a more detailed concept of the presented diagnostic method. It can be seen that it assumes the application of a continuous wavelet transform (CWT) to analyse the first 10 bending modes of natural vibrations of the wind turbine blade under investigation. In order to maximize the effectiveness of the detection and localization method, preliminary signal processing was performed. Beside base wavelets also different waveform families were tested by the authors. Three different damage scenarios were taken into account, as presented in Figure 3 .
Research Object.
Investigations were carried out for a 1 : 10 scaled-down blade of a real wind turbine rotor, 36 m in diameter. The blade under investigation, 1.74 m in length, was based on a ClarkY aerodynamic profile. The blade was strengthened by one longitudinal spar, as shown in Figure 3 . Glass fibres and epoxy resin were used as laminate components. The reinforcing fibres were symmetrically arranged as [±45 ∘ ] . The blade was divided into three sections, and each sections was characterized by a different number of laminate layers.
In order to avoid any sudden changes in the blade stiffness, a linear change in the coating thickness between the sections was ensured, which have a great effect of the results of wavelet analysis.
In general, the motion of wind turbine blades can be characterized by three types of vibrations: bending in the plane perpendicular to the rotor plane in the direction of the axis of rotation, bending in the rotor plane, and torsion, as shown in Figure 4 . The optimal choice for spatial signal analysis presents vibrations of rotor blades perpendicular to the rotor plane.
Numerical Model.
The rotor blade was modeled by the FEM. The shell finite elements used by the authors had eight nodes and six degrees of freedom at each node. The total number of finite elements of the blade numerical model was 5,409. It was also assumed that the blade was fixed at one of its end. Numerical calculations included computations of the first 10 bending natural frequencies and modes of vibrations of the blade, with and without damage. It should be mentioned here that the current study was focused on delamination detection and localization, which is one of the most common type of damage in laminates. As a result of the forces acting on the blade during its motion, particular layers of the blade coating can be separated, leading to delamination. Figure 5 shows this damage scheme.
Characteristic features of delamination include no material loss, two possible states of damage (open and closed), and the occurrence at different depths within the laminate. This makes it difficult to develop numerical models of delamination with realistic influence on dynamic behaviour. In general, numerical models of delamination can be divided according to the research purpose. Models based on specific criteria, such as Hashin's failure criteria [34] or critical energy release rates [35] , can be used to determine where and when delamination occurs, as well as how it propagates [36, 37] . The second group of numerical models focuses on the impact of delamination on the dynamic behaviour of the objects under investigation. The simplest method of delamination modelling is the reduction of stiffness at the delamination position based on certain local changes in the thickness of laminates or based on the reduction of their Young modulus [38] . This approach gives no satisfactory results and is much better suited for crack modelling. In contrast to delamination cracks presents changes in the cross-sectional area of laminates. Other, more advanced analytical delamination models can be found in the literature [39] [40] [41] . Most of them can be assigned to one of two groups. The first group is region approaches, where laminates are divided into three distinct segments: delamination itself and two adjacent undamaged segments on both sides. The second group is layer-wise models, where multilayer theories are used directly. The main problems with both these types of delamination modelling methods result from their complexity. Therefore, in this study, a simpler delamination model was proposed. The idea used by the authors is the reduction of the shear modulus in the lamination plane ( ), which is related to zero tangential stresses within the delamination zone. The value of the shear modulus in the case of a damaged laminate was determined by examination of natural vibrations of a simple cantilever beam. The beam natural frequencies were consistent with a reference model, when the shear modulus was lowered to 14% of its initial value [32, 42] . This method of delamination modelling is a compromise between the exact representation of damage and the ease of implementation. 
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Experimental Investigation.
The main purpose of experimental measurements was validation of the numerical model of a wind turbine rotor blade proposed by the authors. Glass fibres and epoxy resin were used as laminate components. The reinforcing fibres were symmetrically arranged as [±45 ∘ ] . The total mass of the blade was 2 kg. A measurement stand used by the authors is schematically presented in Figure 5 . The stand consisted the following elements: the object of investigation (1), an electromechanical shaker (7) with the maximum excitation sinusoidal force of 31 N, and a laser vibrometer (3)- (6) . The experiment was carried out using a PSV-400 Laser Scanning Vibrometer by Polytec Ltd., which enabled the authors for fast, accurate, and noncontact vibration measurements. The main and most important element of the vibrometer is a precise optical sensor (3), which is used to determine the velocities of vibrating objects. The device employs the principle of the Doppler effect to measure changes in the frequency of light reflected from vibrating objects. The vibrometer set includes a vibrometer controller, a junction box, and a control unit. The unit automatically moves a laser beam from point to point on the surface of vibrating objects over a grid of user predefined points.
The experiment conducted a series of measurements in order to determine natural frequencies and modes of vibrations of the wind turbine rotor blade under consideration at a certain initial reference state as well as three locations of simulated damage. Measurement data were collected from 200 points. A steel element fixed to the blade surface was used Shock and Vibration (4)- (6) (1) Figure 6 : A scheme of a laboratory stand: (1) rotor blade; (2) blade fixing; (3) head of laser scanning vibrometer; (4) signal amplifier; (5) signal generator; (6) computer; (7) shaker; (8) model of damage.
to simulate damage in the form of a stiffness change in the composite coating, as shown in Figure 6 . Correct interpretation of the results of experimental data is dependent on the level of measurement noise. High noise values can mask information about the damage presence and consequently can prevent its detection. Therefore, during laboratory tests, appropriate measurement conditions were ensured, in order to maximize the signal level received by the vibrometer (the blade surface was coated by a special retroreflective foil) as well as isolate the blade from any external vibrations. The results of measurements are frequency response functions (FRFs), used to determine the values of natural frequencies and corresponding modes of induced vibrations. The induced vibrations of the blade were excited by a sinusoidal force of a constant amplitude and a linearly varying instantaneous frequency, as presented in Figure 7 . Figure 8 shows a typical frequency response function obtained from all measurements points and next averaged, with peaks corresponding to resonance frequencies. Experimental measurements were conducted in the frequency range from 0 Hz to 550 Hz, with a resolution of 6400 FTT lines. It should be pointed out here that the modes of induced vibrations obtained by this method do not provide sufficiently low noise levels.
For this reason, in order to minimize the noise level, a FastScan mode of measurements was used, in which each mode of vibration was determined separately based on a sinusoidal excitation at a constant frequency equal to the frequency of the measured resonant vibrations. Such measurements were carried out for a narrow frequency bandwidth of 0.02 Hz. Figure 9 compares the results of FFT and FastScan modes for the first mode shape measured. The accuracy of data obtained is directly related to the extended measurement time. For example, the most accurate measurements of the first form of vibrations, for 200 measurement points, took about 3 hours. It is worth mentioning that it is impossible to provide stable excitation parameters and operating conditions in the case of a real wind turbine blade for such a long time.
Based on measured frequency response functions, presented in Figure 8 , natural frequencies of the intact blade were determined and compared to the values obtained from numerical simulations by the FEM. These results are shown in Table 1 , where Exp are the frequencies obtained experimentally and FEM are the frequencies obtained numerically, while appropriate differences of these frequencies are denoted as Δ = | Exp − FEM |. Calculated differences for individual vibration modes up to 22.5% were primarily due to the lack of precise information about the arrangement of additional masses and local stiffeners within the blade coating. Possibly, they are all related to the bonding technology used to join the high and low pressure surfaces of the blade. However, in the case of the diagnostic method proposed in this work the source of information about the presence of damage is carried primarily by the modes of natural vibrations rather than the values of natural frequencies. Assessment of individual mode shapes, which are shown in Figure 10 , allow the authors to state that the numerical model applied for FEM simulations is sufficiently precise.
Data Analysis Method.
A wavelet transform was used by the authors in order to analyse the data obtained experimentally. A wavelet transform represents a process of signal decomposition into, and subsequent representation by, a linear combination of base functions called wavelets. This transformation can be seen in the context of five types of wavelets: orthogonal (Haar, Daubechies, and Symlets), biorthogonal (BiorSplines, ReversBiors), with scaling function (Meyer), without scaling function (Morlet, Mexican hat, and Gaussian), and complex (Shannon, Complex Gaussian, and Complex Morlet). Members of each family are shown in Figure 11 . A full set of wave functions used in signal transformation consists of a chosen basic waveform as well as certain functions that are scaled and shifted in time by output copies. This process leads to a scalable, hierarchical representation of the signal under consideration [43, 44] .
Wavelets are mathematical functions characterized by zero-mean, a finite signal strength, as well as a limited range and rapid decay. These characteristics determine that wavelets are well-localized both in time (or space) and frequency domains. For this reason they are particularly useful in representing signals with singular points or discontinuities. The wavelet analysis can be continuous (CWT) or discrete (DWT). In the case of DWT signal decomposition is iterative and in each iteration the original signal is decomposed into components of lower resolution. Each iteration decreases signal resolution by half. For this reason the DWT has a limited number of decomposition levels and is ineffective for low sample rates. Contrary to that the CWT makes it possible to decompose signals for any scale and allows for smooth shifting. Due to these features the CWT was used by the authors in this study. Its application leads to certain coefficients determining the similarity between a selected wavelet and the signal under investigation. These coefficients are defined by the following formula:
where is a scale factor, is a shift factor, and ( ) represents an analysed signal, while ( ) denotes the fundamental wave expressed as
The scale and shift coefficients and in (2) determine the wavelength/frequency, and they change the wavelet position on the appropriate space/time axis. An important advantage of the CWT is its ability to change the transformation time resolution (frequency dependent). At low frequencies global signal information is obtained, which feature is useful for isolation of important signal characteristic. On the other hand, at high frequencies better resolution is achieved, which allows for identification of short-term characteristics obtained at the level of signal details. The results of the application of the CWT are presented in the form of scalograms in Figure 12 , which graphically represent changes in wavelet coefficients at all assumed decomposition levels. High coefficient values indicate continuity of source signals.
The efficiency of the wavelet analysis is determined by the correct selection of signal preprocessing parameters and wavelet transform attributes. In the case of signals located in the spatial domain, such as are modes of natural vibrations, Another important aspect presents the appropriate selection of correct base wavelets. It turns out that the wavelets of orders lower than 4 generate nonzero wavelet coefficients in the entire signal lengths [45] . This feature prevents proper interpretation of calculated results. On the other hand the wavelets of large numbers of vanishing moments require high computational power and their repeated usage is time consuming. For the reasons described above in the present study base wavelets representing different families were tested in order to choose the most appropriate ones for diagnostic purposes. Figure 12 shows exemplary results of wavelet analysis obtained in the case of the blade under investigation with simulated damage located at 30% of its length, for three types of wavelets. It can be seen from Figure 12 that the most suitable base functions for the analysis of the wind turbine rotor blade is a Gauss wavelet function with four vanishing moments.
Results
Numerical results obtained by the use of the FEM model were employed to determine preprocessing parameters of signals and wavelet transform parameters such as the type of wavelet and scale. Proper interpretation of computed scalograms, in terms of damage detection, localization, and estimation its size, was obtained for Scalograms for the second mode of natural vibration in the case of the intact, as well as three damage scenarios, are shown in Figures 13(a)-13(d) . The simulated damage to the blade coating was successively spanning over 3, 6, and 10 measurement points.
For a majority of natural vibration modes the location of damage was identified correctly. However, for small defects of blade coating it is impossible to indicate accurately defect edges. For the 10th mode of natural vibrations detection was practically impossible, as shown in Figure 14(a) .
The right side of the scalogram indicates nonzero wavelet coefficients as dark and blurry trails, that is, as the location of possible damage, whereas this part of the blade remains intact. This effect, which is noticed mainly for higher modes of natural vibrations, may obfuscate the scalogram and consequently can prevent proper damage localization. A solution to this problem is to adjust wavelets individually with higher order numbers, as seen in Figure 14(b) .
Through the analysis of scalograms, in the case of one mode of natural vibrations, for all three damage locations, it can be seen from Figure 15 that the visibility of damage of the same size varies according to the damage location. As shown in Figure 15 (a) the effect of damage is relatively small there, where the cross-section of the blade has high stiffness values, as it is at the blade fixing. Changing the location of damage towards the tip of the blade results in an increase in the visible width of the damage zone, as presented in Figures 15(b) and 15(c) . This is due to the fact that in this direction the stiffness of the blade decreases, due to a decrease in the cross-section of the blade as well as a decrease in the thickness of the blade coating.
In the first stage of the analysis of experimental signals, data processing and the analysis of CWT parameters were based on the results of numerical simulations. Figure 16 shows comparison of scalograms for the first 10 bending modes of natural vibrations obtained in the case of the blade measurements with additional stiffeners. Vertical dashed lines indicate the location of damage defining the limits of the damage zone. Based on experimental data two conclusions can be drawn as starting points in order to improve the effectiveness of the proposed damage detection method. Through the comparison of modes of natural vibrations with corresponding scalograms it is possible to correlate the location of damage with characteristic points of source signals. An increase in wavelet coefficients indicating discontinuities was observed only, if damage coincided with local signal extremes.
The second conclusion concerns the noise level observed, which is directly related to the quality of measurement signals. High noise levels make it difficult to interpret results, as local stiffness changes can result in an increase in wavelet coefficients in the same range as noise. Therefore it was 10 Shock and Vibration necessary to modify the approach proposed by the authors to extract sharper information about the location and size of defects. It should be noticed that limited methods available to increase the accuracy of measurements make it necessary to modify signal analysis parameters.
Discussion
The main element of signal preprocessing that influences the performance of wavelet analysis is interpolation. It separates one sample of the original signal from the other by increasing signal resolution, which can be described by a one-dimensional vector. The consequence is sharpening the boundaries of any discontinuities on scalograms, which may include measurement distortions. The level of details can be reduced by reducing the number of interpolation points, thus exposing the sought after changes in a wider range, as shown in Figure 17 . The effect of this is the reduction of noise visible in scalograms as well as the appearance of a clear triangular formation that indicates the damage zone. Thanks to the approach proposed scalograms were obtained also in the case of the remaining damage location scenarios. Figure 18 shows scalogram obtained for the 8th mode of natural vibrations in the case of damage in two extreme locations and spanning over 6 interpolation points.
It can be seen that the reduction in the number of interpolation points enabled the authors to detect damage very accurately. However, this process can cause loss of precise information about the width of the damage zone. Figure 19 shows scalograms for three different sizes of the damage zone close to the central location. Damage spanning over 12, 10, and 8 measurement points, corresponding to 6%, 5%, and 4% of the total measurement line, were considered.
The analysis of the experimental results shows that the key element for correct interpretation of scalograms is a low noise level as well as precise knowledge about the structure of the object under investigation. For this reason, reference signals are indispensable. Figure 20 shows the results of the CWT based on the difference between modes of natural vibrations obtained for damaged and undamaged states. In this manner the signal-to-noise ratio was improved and positive results for more cases were achieved.
Based on the results obtained for all considered cases, it can be concluded that measured signals should be analysed and assessed in a multistage manner with respect to a reference state by (i) starting from a small number of interpolation points, (ii) registering global changes (damage identification), (iii) gradual increasing of the number of interpolation points, narrowing the window of determination of the damage nature and its exact boundaries.
Summary and Conclusions
The paper presents certain results of numerical simulations and calculations as well as experimental measurements aimed at developing a method for delamination detection and localization in composite wind turbine blades. Numerically and experimentally determined modes of natural vibrations of a wind turbine blade were assessed for local changes that may indicate the presence of damage. For numerical simulation a simple delamination model was proposed that allowed the authors to calculate eight simulated damage levels in three different locations. Next the results obtained were used to determine an optimal set of parameters of the continuous wavelet transform (CWT). The second stage of the analysis included experimental research in order to verify both finite element method (FEM) based model predictions as well as the damage detection method developed. The use of highquality Scanning Laser Vibrometry allowed the authors to determine the optimal conditions and measuring procedures, which led to the required accuracy of measurement. At the same time the capabilities and limitations resulting from the nature of the measurement method were identified. The main challenge in the practical implementation of a diagnostic system based on the proposed method comes from low levels of signal distortions that are sought after. The damage detection method presented can be used on an operating wind turbine based on data obtained from a system of piezoelectric or fibre optic sensors. Vibration measurements can also be performed by means of laser vibrometry supplemented by additional devices, such as is a derotator equipped with a special optical system, whose rotational motion is fully synchronized with the rotation of the object under investigation, such as are wind turbine blades.
The results of the research presented in this paper confirm the effectiveness of wavelet methods in detection of signal discontinuities. Based on them the following conclusions can be made:
(i) For best results, wavelet transform analysis should be proceeded by some signal preprocessing in the form of extrapolation and interpolation. Extrapolation reduces effects of increased values of wavelet coefficients at signal ends, while interpolation increases signal resolution.
(ii) Analysis of modes of natural vibrations and corresponding scalograms makes it possible to correlate the damage location and size with characteristic points of source signals. Only in the case when damage zones coincide with local signal extremes, it is possible to detect damage.
(iii) In the case of experimental data that are subjected to measurement noise, too many interpolation points block proper interpretation of scalograms. For this reason signals obtained experimentally should be analysed in a multistage manner, starting from a small number of interpolation points in order to observe more general changes. A gradual increase in the number of interpolation points allows determining the type of damage and its precise location. (iv) Signal windowing increases the sharpness of the damage zone. This solution may be particularly important in the case of damage that has a small effect on the object dynamics.
Both experimental and numerical data indicate that the key to the correct interpretation of CWT analysis results, in the case of complex structures, is the knowledge about initial, undamaged state of the object under investigation. In the case of experiments carried out the availability of reference signals made it possible to reduce the influence of noise on the results of subsequent CWT computations.
